Mission Statement:
"We will lead the Department of the Navy (DON) Security Enterprise to develop collaboratively and issue effective security policy; ensure comprehensive oversight of policy compliance; oversee and advocate for DON resourcing of the DON Security Enterprise; and promote cross-functional and enterprise-wide security integration."
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From the Senior Director for Security

Members of the 080 and 086 Communities;

I am Jeff Bearor, Senior Director for Security for the Department of the Navy. Our Directorate of about 25 security professionals works for the Deputy Under Secretary of the Navy for Policy (DUSN(P)), who has been designated as the Department’s Senior Agency Official for Security. Additionally I am the community leader of the 080/086 series Community of Interest (COI) for the DON.

Our organization is relatively new having been established by a Secretary of the Navy via ALNAV 072/12 dated 7 Dec 2012 and a SECNAV Memo dated 25 April 2013. DUSN(P) and the Security Directorate are charged with ensuring that “...each security pillar...should be seamless components of a synchronized DON security enterprise.” While primarily a “policy shop” we also are charged with oversight and integration functions to “...achieve synchronization of security policy, standardized security processes and maintain complementary and consistent interface to maximize cost savings across the DON.”

Of particular interest to each of you, Secretary Mabus charged us to “...ensure the DON has the most professional security cadre in the DOD.” As Community of Interest (COI) Leader I am assisted by Mr. Tracy Kindle, Branch Chief for our Security Education, Training and Awareness (SETA) Branch, who also functions as the COI Manager. Together we will support you to help achieve the Secretary’s direction.

In the ten months I’ve been in the job I’ve been pleased to send out nearly 50 letters of congratulations to those of you who completed a certification via the Security Professionals Education Development (SPēD) program hosted by the Center for Defense Security Excellence (CDSE). This program of professional training, education and certification is as complete as exists anywhere in government for any discipline and I encourage each of you to gain and maintain your professional certifications. This certification program is your opportunity to become that highly qualified and proficient security professional who meets the Secretary’s requirement.

Additionally you should be aware that SPēD certifications will soon become a requirement for 080 positions. The Secretary of Defense has directed that all security professional civilian positions will be “indexed” to a certification requiring each of you to gain and maintain a professional certification. Our office is working with the Under Secretary of Defense, Intelligence, the Defense Security Service, CDSE and the services to implement this certification program.

Mr. Kindle and I have traveled to San Diego, Norfolk, and Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania to visit with members of the security communities. We will make trips to the northeast, southeast and northwest regions before the end of 2014 to hold “080 calls” to provide you information and hear your comments and concerns. I look forward to personally meeting as many of you as possible. Security is a 24/7/365 mission vital to the Services’ and Department’s ability to perform assigned duties. Thanks to each of you for taking on great responsibility.
**Naval Security Enterprise**

### Functional Community Management

The DON Functional Community Leader overseas, leads and integrates the DON Security Administration (0080) and Security and Clerical Assistance (0086) career fields. In this capacity, this office monitors the strategic environment, workforce trends, competency assessment to ensure that recruitment, retention, and development initiatives address DON current and future mission requirements, including those of an expeditionary nature.

**Meet and Greet your Functional Community Leader**

**Where:**

- Groton/Newport – 30 October 2014
- Pensacola/Pascagoula - November 2014
- Bremerton - January 2015
- Kings Bay/Mayport – February 2015

Contact Tracy L. Kindle, FCM Action Officer at: DON_SECURITY_SETA_US@NAVY.MIL

---

### Industrial Security Branch

The responsibilities of the DUSN (P) Security Industrial Security Branch are to manage the (DON) implementation of the National Industrial Security Program (NISP), provide guidance to (DON) commands on procedures in care of Foreign Ownership, Control, or Influence (FOCI), process National Interest Determinations (NIDs) and review Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) cases.

The DUSN (P) Security Industrial Security Branch Security Branch works in conjunction with the Defense Security Service (DSS), Director National Intelligence (DNI), National Security Agency (NSA), Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (USDI) ICO policy guidance/changes that pertain to the National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), DoD Instructions, and DoD Directives.

Additional information can be found on our “we are here to help” homepage: Department of the Navy (Security Executive)

WWW.SECNAV.NAVY.MIL/DUSNP/SECURITY/PAGES/INDUSTRIALSECURITY.ASPX

Contact Glenn Clay, MBA, Industrial Security Branch Chief at: DON_SECURITY_IND@NAVY.MIL

To learn more about Industrial Security go to: WWW.DSS.MIL/ISP/INDEX.HTML

---

**Continuous Evaluation is important and mandatory!**

SEE SOMETHING WRONG
DO SOMETHING RIGHT!
Information Security Branch

The DUSN (P) Security Information Security Branch is responsible for the development of the DON’s policy for classified national security information and controlled unclassified information, in accordance with laws, Executive Orders, regulations, Department of Defense and other agency policy requirements, including the oversight for compliance with program requirements.

The Branch Chief for the Department of the Navy, Information Security Program, is Bridget DelGrosso, formerly Bridget Ouellette. Action Officers supporting the branch chief on aspects of the program are as follows.

- Sean Carney: Congressional Reviews (Questions for the Record, Insert for the Record, Testimony, Statements, Transcripts, and annual DON budget submission) and prepublication review of books, articles, manuscripts, etc.

- April Minor: Retrieval and Analysis of Navy classified Information (RANKIN), which is the system for central management of all DON security classification guides (less Special Access Programs (SAP)). Maintains the list of DON Original Classification Authorities (OCAs), and OCA compliance with Executive Order 13526 (exercising authority and training).

- Carmen Lanier: DON Information Security policy, exceptions/waivers to safeguarding standards, DON agency reports, and Alternative Compensatory Control Measures.

- NOTICE: SECNAVINST 5510.36A and SECNAV M-5510.36 are in the process of being updated in response to the new DoDI. A working group was formed with representatives from various DON communities (including Intelligence and SAP), Navy echelon II commands, and USMC Plans, Policy and Operations (Security) to assist with the update. The final product will be published in 2015.

- REMINDERS:
  - Command Security Managers: Conduct a random sampling(s) of derivative classification actions for compliance with the marking requirements in DoDM 5200.01, V2. Results are reported in the Annual Self-Inspection Report, but it’s also a method to assess common marking errors requiring corrective actions (such as focused training to reduce errors).
  - OCA training: Required prior to exercising authority and annually thereafter. Failure to complete required training, without a waiver from DUSN (P) (as the DON Senior Agency Official (SAO)) via DUSN (P) Security, results in suspension of authority (see DoDM 5200.01, V3).
  - Derivative Classifier training: Required prior to carrying out responsibilities and every two years. Failure to complete required training, without a waiver from DUSN (P) (as the DON SAO) via DUSN (P) Security, results in the Command Security Manager suspending the responsibility. Any user with access to a classified IT system, such as SIPRNET or JWICS, is by default a derivative classifier and shall be trained as a derivative classifier (see DoDM 5200.01, V3).

- Contact us at DON_SECURITY_INFO@NAVY.MIL. Request you first obtain guidance or interpretation of policy and procedures via your chain of command (e.g., echelon III to II), prior to contacting our office.
Personnel Security Branch

The DUSN (P) Security Personnel Security Branch is made up of a team of Subject Matter Experts providing the Department of the Navy with both policy guidance and operational assistance. Our branch provides Secretary of the Navy policy and guidance on Personnel Security, amplifying and clarifying policy as directed by the Department of Defense and the Director of National Intelligence through the current SECNAVINST 5510.30.

While we have responsibility for policy we also work closely with echelon II security managers and directors to ensure several systems are available to monitor, track, and submit personnel security investigations. The Joint Personnel Adjudication System (JPAS), the Case Adjudication Tracking System (CATS) and the electronic Questionnaires for Investigation Processing (e-QIP) system are just three of the myriad of systems in use today. Our branch also leads the DON in electronic fingerprint processing initiative, Personnel Reliability Program (PRP) and the Limited Access Authorization (LAA) programs.

Ensuring the DON is up to date with evolving security issues we work in concert with external agencies to support the Insider Threat program, Continuous Evaluation and the Defense Insider Threat Management Cell (DITMAC). The DITMAC will provide threat information and guidance to commands highlighting potential risk to personnel or assets.

We urge commands to contact their echelon II security manager for assistance, but we welcome comments or concerns at DON_SECURITY_PERS@NAVY.MIL.

Acquisition Security Branch

Kate Fuster, Branch Chief

The acquisition security branch works closely with Research Development & Acquisition and SYSCOMS to explore a career-enhanced position in DSE to ensure security initiatives are identified and applied at the appropriate time within the acquisition system life-cycle.

For additional information, contact me at: DON_SECURITY_ACQ@NAVY.MIL
Naval Security Enterprise

Security Education, Training and Awareness (SETA) Branch

The DUSN (P) Security Education, Training and Awareness Branch provide security training and guidance to DON personnel as well as oversee the DON Security Manager Course. The Branch is responsible for Security Professional Educational Development (SPEd) Program Management. The branch also participates in various DoD level working groups to ensure DON security equities are addressed. The branch is a cross-functional capability that works in partnership with all security disciplines to ensure standardization where applicable. The branch supports Command Security Managers and all DON security personnel helping achieve an effective security program in accordance with DoD and DON policies.

Personnel:
Tracy L. Kindle, Branch Chief, Pentagon
Janet Gallagher, Naval Security Manager Course Instructor, San Diego
James Davis, Naval Security Manager Course Instructor, San Diego
Trifon Rigas, Naval Security Manager Course Instructor, Norfolk
Eric Arumae, Naval Security Manager Course Instructor, Norfolk

Contact us at: DON_SECURITY_SETA_US@NAVY.MIL

NCIS Security Training, Assistance and Assessments Team (STAAT) Atlantic Classroom Grand Opening

STAAT Atlantic had the grand opening ceremony for their new 2,200 square foot classroom located at the Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story on 14 October 2012. Guest speakers for the grand opening were CAPT Frank Hughlett, Commanding Officer, Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story and Special Agent (SA) Mario Palomino, Chief Staff Officer, Executive Assistant Director Atlantic. At the conclusion of the ceremony, CAPT Hughlett and SA Palomino cut the ribbon to the new training classroom. This new classroom will be instrumental in providing professional, quality instruction to Sailors and Marines alike. STAATLANT Virginia Beach Detachment, Norfolk instructors, as well as Deputy Under Secretary Navy for Policy instructors will use this classroom to teach a range of courses to include the Active Shooter Response Course, Navy Physical Security Course, Surveillance Detection, First Responders and the Navy Security Managers Course will primarily use this classroom.

2015 Security Manager Symposium

2015 marks the 19th Department of the Navy (DON) Security Manager Symposium. Over the past 18 years we’ve provided Information, Industrial, and Personnel Security policy and guidance, which directly supports your command’s security programs. This year we’ll be adding Physical Security and Acquisition Security to the list.

This is an advance notice that the conference will be held 20-24 April 2015, at the National Conference Center, Lansdowne, Virginia. Sessions will be held Tuesday to Thursday. Guest speakers from the DoD and the DON will be present to discuss recent and proposed changes to Security Policy.

This year the attendance is open to all DON Security Professionals, so please ensure widest dissemination.

Please send your tentative commitment to register by emailing DON_SECURITY_ENTERPRISE_CONF@NAVY.MIL NLT November 24th. (Tentative commitment means your leadership has verbally approved your conference attendance).

Also, please send us an email with any topics or training you would like to see covered at next year’s symposium.
Naval Security Enterprise

Naval Security Enterprise Branch

The DUSN (P) Security Enterprise Support Branch embodies the overall mission of the Security Directorate ensuring coordination, collaboration, integration, and incorporation of "best practices" across all of the Security disciplines. Major efforts include developing and implementing the Naval Security Enterprise Instruction, Insider Threat Policy, OPSEC, Continuity of Operations, and other cross-cutting security initiatives. Fundamental to the mission is facilitating communication between and among key stakeholders to ensure policy represents everyone’s equities, lessons learned, and "best practices."

Physical Security Branch

The DUSN (P) Security Physical Security Branch is made up of a diverse team of physical security professionals focused on the promulgation of policy and engagement with stakeholders across the Navy and Marine Corps enterprise on behalf of the Secretariat. Our goal is to establish a Physical Security Enterprise governance structure that is consistent across the Department of the Navy and is inclusive of the various facets of physical security.

We actively participate in actions necessary to provide Naval military installations and other infrastructure support to all Navy and Marine Corps elements in accordance with pertinent laws and regulations.


We have active working relationships with security and other infrastructure professionals from across the HQMC, OPNAV and several Echelon II commands. We are engaged in various DOD Security Policy and Working Groups including: Physical Security, Mission Assurance, Identity Management and Biometrics, Physical Security Enterprise Analysis Group, Physical Security Requirements Board (PSRB), Nuclear Matters, Law Enforcement Policies and interaction with the DOD Inspector General.

We urge physical security professionals to contact their higher echeloned Security Officers and Directors for assistance, but we welcome all comments or concerns at DON_SECURITY_PHYSICAL@NAVY.MIL.

Additional information on the Physical Security Branch can be found at: WWW.SECNAV.NAVY.MIL/DUSNP/SECURITY/PAGES/PHYSICALSECURITY.ASPX
Points of Contact:

Mailing Address:
Deputy Under Secretary of the Navy, Policy
1000 Navy Pentagon
Washington, DC 20350

Acquisition Security
DON_SECURITY_ACQ@NAVY.MIL

Industrial Security
DON_SECURITY_IND@NAVY.MIL

Information Security
DON_SECURITY_INFO@NAVY.MIL

Insider Threat
DON_SECURITY_INSIDER_THREAT@NAVY.MIL

Personnel Security
DON_SECURITY_PERS@NAVY.MIL

Physical Security
DON_SECURITY_PHYS@NAVY.MIL

Security Education, Training and Awareness
DON_SECURITY_SETA_US@NAVY.MIL

Links:

Naval Security Enterprise on Navy Knowledge Online:
HTTPS://WWW.NKO.NAVY.MIL/GROUP/NAVAL-SECURITY-ENTERPRISE/NAVAL-SECURITY-ENTERPRISE1

Department of the Navy, Security Executive:
WWW.SECNAV.NAVY.MIL/DUSNP/SECURITY/PAGES/DEFAULT.ASPX

Department of the Navy, Security Education, Awareness and Training:
HTTP://WWW.SECNAV.NAVY.MIL/PPOI/SECURITY/PAGES/SETACOMMMGMT.ASPX

How do I obtain my security professional certification credentials? Click link below:
HTTP://WWW.CDSE.EDU/CERTIFICATION/SPED_WHAT.HTML

If you want to submit topics for the next NSE Newsletter, send an email to:
DON_SECURITY_SETA_US@NAVY.MIL

Click for the NCIS Reporting Brochure

Click for NCIS How to Report a Crime

SEE SOMETHING WRONG
DO SOMETHING RIGHT!